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I. INTRODUCTION AND STATE~VENT OF THE MAIN RESULTS 
Let X be a Banach space, n be a positive integer and 0 be a convex open subset 
of Iw” x Xcontaining (0,O). Letf: 0 + X be continuous and such thatf(h, 0) = 
0, when h E V, where V is a neighborhood of 0 E W. 
We are interested in examining the set 
s = cl{& x) E 0, f(k 4 = 0, and (4 4 I u v\w x co>> 
and, in particular, the connected component of S which contains (0,O); that is, 
we wish to study the bifurcation from the point (0,O) of solutions of the equation 
f@, 4 = 0 
from the set of trivial solutions {(h, 0)). 
0.1) 
We will prove a global bifurcation theorem for the above equation under the 
basic assumption that for each h, f(h, .) . is a condensing perturbation of the 
identity, although not necessarily differentiable. Our results are sufficiently 
general to obtain as special cases a good many of the results on global bifurcation 
which have been obtained in recent years, and yet, we hope, conceptual enough 
to yield both a better understanding of these results and of the necessary 
limitations of this technique. Along the way we obtain results concerning the 
homotopy type of certain spaces of operators acting in X, both linear and non- 
linear, which are, we believe, of independent interest. 
In [5], Crandall and Rabinowitz obtained global bifurcation results for Sturm 
Liouville problems, In [26], Rabinowitz proved a global bifurcation result for 
Eq. (I .I) when n = 1 and f = I - g, where g: p -+ X is compact. Under the 
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assumption that f is FrCchet differentiable with respect to x at x = 0, and 
af (X, O)/ax = I - (X, + X)A, and the generalized null-space of I - &,A has 
odd dimension, he noted that the topological degree of I - g,, changed as h 
passed through &, where g, = g(h, .), and this, he proved, implies global 
bifurcation. In [29], Stuart proved that a similar result held wheng was assumed 
to be a K-set contraction, k < 1. In [21], Nussbaum, again with g a K-set 
contraction and n = 1 examined a situation where one could verify the change 
in the topological degree as one passed through h, , and hence obtain global 
bifurcation, without the differentiability hypothesis. 
Alexander and Yorke, in [2], reformulated the problem of bifurcation of 
periodic solutions of ordinary differential equations, by use of the operation of 
translation along trajectories, as an equation of type (1.1) when n = 2 and 
X = [Wm. Under hypotheses concerning the eigenvalues of the linearized 
problem about the stationary solution at X, , they generalized the Hopf Bifurca- 
tion Theorem to obtain the first global bifurcation result for such equations. 
Then Alexander, in [l], constructed a topological invariant, which lives in the 
stable homotopy group of spheres and is a generalization of topological degree, 
and proved that the nonvanishing of this invariant implies global bifurcation; 
this was done under certain differentiability assumptions on f, together with the 
compactness of each g, . Ize, in [16], f ormulated and proved a complex version 
of the above quoted result of Rabinowitz, and in [17] gave a proof of the results 
of [2] using his own methods, which are related to those of Rabinowitz. 
From the viewpoint of applications it seems worthwhile to extend these 
results to a larger category of mappings, just as it has proven extremely fruitful 
to extend various fixed-point and degree-theoretic results from the original 
settings considered by Brouwer, and then Leray and Schauder, to the broader 
framework of monotone mappings, A-proper mappings, and condensing 
mappings (see Browder [4], Petryshyn [24], Nussbaum [20], and Sadovskii [27]). 
Here we will prove a global bifurcation result under the assumption that a 
certain topological invariant, which lives in the homotopy group of a space of 
nonlinear operators, is nonvanishing. When considering neutral functional 
differential equations, and also ordinary and partial differential equations on 
unbounded domains, the lack of compactness of the operators involved in the 
reformulation of such equations as fixed-point equations leads to the necessity 
of extending the compact theory to a broader class of mappings (see [29,20,27]). 
In a future paper we will consider various applications of our results to problems 
in differential equations. 
At the same time, in order to be of use one must have some method by which 
one can calculate the invariant. It is the purpose of this paper to both define 
this invariant for a large category of not necessarily differentiable mappings and 
to give specific criteria for verifying the nontriviality of this invariant. The 
explicit use of the new spaces of nonlinear operations that we introduce allows 
us to separate the construction of the invariant from its computation, thus 
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making our present bifurcation results, and also those of [l] and [2], more 
conceptual. 
Let us now state the main results of this paper. For the definition of condensing 
mappings, together with a summary of their properties, see Section 2. 
ASSUMPTION 1. Let X, 0, V and f be as in the opening paragraph. For each h, 
let9,={xEXI(h,x)Es}andletA=(XE[W”I~~# ~}.Foreachh~Alet 
fA: 0, + X be defined by fA(x) = f (X, x). Suppose: 
(i) For each such h E A, fA = I -g, , where g,: 0A + X is condensing, 
and f is continuous, uniformly with respect to x on bounded subsets of 9. 
(ii) For each compact subset C of P\(O), there exists 6 = 6(C) > 0 such 
thatf(h,x)fOifhECandO<lIxlI <6. 
DEFII~TION. Let X, 0, I’, and f be as in the opening paragraph, and let 
Q = {(X, x) 1 f (h, x) = 0, (A, x) E @, (h, x) $ {( b7\{O}) x {O}}. We say that gZobaZ 
bifurcation from (0,O) of the sohtion of Eq. (1.1) f ram the trivial solutions occurs if 
there exists a connected subset Sz, of Q, with (0,O) E s2, , and (at least) one of 
the following three properties holds: 
(a) Q,, is unbounded in [w” x X. 
(b) a0 n {(IQ” x X)\S) # o. 
(c) I& n {(W’“\ V) x (0)) # @. 
In order to give our sufficient condition for global bifurcation we need one 
further definition. Let 9-l = (h E l!? 1 j X 1 = ,u,,}, suppose {X E [w” I ] h 1 < 
ho> C V, and let D = {x E X I II x 11 < 6(9-l)}. Let Gcond be the space of 
mappings h: D -+ X where h = I - g, with g condensing and h-l(O) n aD = @ ; 
we equip this space with the topology of uniform convergence. Under Assump- 
tion 1 one naturally gets a continuous mapping of 9-l into Gcone given by 
and let us denote the homotopy class of this mapping by ~~‘r; so3/f E rr,-i(G,,,d). 
It is easy to see that y, is independent of the choice of PC0 . (Purists may object that 
there is no mention of a base point and so rr,-i(Gcon,$ is not well defined. We 
will see that n,,(Gcond) is naturally isomorphic to the integers (hence is a group), 
that all components of GcO,d have the same homotopy type and are simple. 
See [30] for definitions. Thus no base point is needed.) 
THEOREM 1.1. Under the above Assumption 1, if yr # 0 then one gets global 
bifurcation at (0,O) of the solutions of Eq. (1.1) from the trivial solutions. 
In the case n = 1, z-“(Gcond) = Z, and yf = degree(f,+ , D, 0) - degree(f,- , 
so a change in topological degree as one crosses the 0, slice will yield global 
bifurcation. Thus the result is the same as that of Rabinowitz [26], when each g, 
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is compact, and Stuart [29], when each g, is k-contractive, where they have a 
differentiability hypotheses which guarantees the change in degree. 
When n > 1, the determination of Yr E 7rnP1(Gcond) is not so simple. Neverthe- 
less, there are quite general situations in which one can present concrete hypo- 
theses which will guarantee the nontriviality. We describe one such situation. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let X, c?‘, V, and f be as in Assumption 1. Suppose that for 
each h with / h 1 < I*,, , g, is Frechet daJferentiable at x = 0, the Frechet derivatiwe 
dg,(O) is also condensing, and that the mapping 
is continuous. Moreover, assume that there is an E > 0 such that 
II dfdW)ll > E I A I II a- II, for IX I < /Lo, XEX. 
Under the further assumption that n = 1, 2,4, OY 8 (mod 8) let 
c - In, 
if n = 1,2,4, or 8 
n - (l&,-s , if n>S. 
Then the dimension of Kernel(dfo(0)) is an integral multiple of c, , and if it is an 
odd integral multiple, global bifurcation from (0,O) of solutions of Eq. (1.1) from 
the trivial solutions OCCUYS. 
Remark. From the Implicit Function Theorem it is clear that if any bifurca- 
tion is to occur, df,(O) must be singular; but this is not sufficient to guarantee 
bifurcation. When n = 1 the above criterion reduces to the requirement that 
kernel(dfO(0)) have odd dimension. 
The case n = 2 is applicable to complex nonlinear eigenvalue problems [16] 
where the condition becomes that kernel(df,(O)) have odd complex dimension, 
and Hopf bifurcation [2, 171, where the condition again becomes that some 
eigenvalues have odd multiplicity. See result (4) of [3] for this last point. 
In order to investigate the structure of rr,-i(Gcond) we invoke the notion of 
weak homotopy equivalence a number of times and thus reduce the study of 
the group rr,-i(Ge,& to the study of a more familiar situation. To be specific, 
let us introduce the following sets of continuous functions, each of which we 
equip with the topology of uniform convergence. 
G = (cp D + X 1 g, is continuous and bounded, p-l(O) n i3D = a), 
Grin = (p’ E G 1 p = I - h, range(h) is contained in a finite-dimensional space), 
Gcomp = {p’ E G 1 CJJ = I - h, h(D) is relatively compact}, 
G cOmp = (v E G I v = I - h, h condensing). 
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We also introduce GL = {TEL&Y, X), T is bijective} and the corresponding 
spaces Ghn , G-L,, , G&md . 
One has the obvious inclusions 
Gin - Gomp - Grand ,
similarly for the GL spaces, and also the inclusions GLfin - Gfi, , etc. We will 
determine the structure of the homotopy groups of these spaces in terms of 
homotopy groups of standard spaces. 
THEOREM 1.2. The following diagram is commutative and the horizontal rows 
are isomorphisms. 
rr,(GL,) * n*(GLpin) -% rr*(GLcomJ --% ~z+z(GLcond) 
4 1 1 1 s 
n* Q n*(Gin) A n*(G,o,& --=L ~*(‘%ond). 
Moreover all z-~ sets have natural group structures which the maps respect. Also 
all components of each G and GL space have the same weak homotopy type and are 
n-simple for all n. 
Let us explain the left-hand end. The group GL, = Un GL(n) is the infinite 
general linear group. The group ri = lim,,, n,+,(F) is the nth stable homo- 
topy group of spheres. The map J: n*(GL,) ---, ~2 is the G. W. W’hitehead J- 
homomorphism [33]. Although the structure of z$ is largely unknown, the 
structure n,(GL,~) is completely known by the Bott Periodicity Theorem and the 
structure of /: rr,(GL,) + ZT~ is completely known by the results of Adams et al. 
The structure of rr,(GL,) can be read off the following table: 
II modulo 8 I 2 345678 
x,--dGL, ) H/2Z Z/2h 0 z 0 0 0 z 
Here Z denotes the integers; then Z/2H is the group of two elements. The J- 
homomorphism is determined as follows. If n = 1, 2 mod 8, it is monomorphic. 
If 12 = 4k, the kernel of / is those elements divisible by b, , where &. is the 
denominator of (kth Bernoulli number/4k) h w en expressed in lowest terms. 
In particular, 6,: is always even. See [19, App. A] for a quick discussion of 
Bernoulli numbers. We will denote the other vertical maps in (1.2) by J. 
The reason for considering the GL spaces and the J homomorphisms is the 
following. If dfJ0) exists as an element of GLcond for 0 < [ h 1 < pLo and the map 
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is continuous, we receive an element 7, of ~,+r(GLcond). This element is usually 
easier to compute than is yr directly. We then have the formula 
and so knowing rr*(GLC,& and the J-homomorphism allows us to compute yI . 
Observe that the linearization technique necessarily fails when n = 3, 5, 
6, or 7 (mod 8). 
Our method of proof for Theorem 1.1 is to reduce the situation to the case when 
the mappings are compact and 8 is bounded, where we may invoke the results of 
[l], and then pass to the general case. Even if we start with differentiable map- 
pings our proof is such that we lose differentiability in our reduction process, so 
that consideration of the nondifferentiable case is necessary. Hence the spaces 
Gcond , etc., are forced upon us. However, they help break the proof into more 
conceptual pieces so it is not one mass of technicalities. One expects to have 
similar results for other classes of operators with homotopy groups that fit into 
(1.2). Moreover, many of the present results may be extended to the situation 
where the mappings act in some particular subset of X, say a cone; such exten- 
sions are important in applications. In addition it seems at least some of the 
present results may be proven for other classes of nonlinear mappings, say A- 
proper mappings or maps of the type considered by Fenske [ 121 and Dancer [6]. 
After this introduction, the paper is organized into four sections. In Section 2 
we give appropriate definitions and recall the known results which will be needed. 
In Section 3 we prove the bottom of (1.2), while in Section 4 we prove the top 
line of (1.2). The final section is devoted to completing the proofs. 
2. MEASURES OF NONCOMPACTNESS AND CONDENSING MAPPINGS 
Again X denotes a real Banach space. For our purposes, a measure of non- 
compactness is a function y which assigns to each bounded subset, A, of X a 
nonnegative real number, y(A), such that the following axioms hold: 
(a) y(A) = 0 if and only if cl(A) is compact. 
(b) Y(A ” B) = m~b@h YWI. 
(c) y(cocl(A)) = y(A), where cocl(A) denotes the closed, convex hull of A. 
(d) For any bounded subset A of X and any E > 0, there is a 
neighborhood, N, of A, with 
~0’) < r(A) + E. 
(e) y(A+B)=y(A)+y(B),whereA+B={a+bIa~A,b~B). 
Let us consider two specific examples. If for each bounded subset A of X we 
let a(A) = inf{r > 0 1 A can be covered by a finite number of sets, each of 
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which has diameter less than I), then CY satisfies the above axioms. This 01 is often 
called the set-measure of noncompactness, and was introduced by Kuratowski 
([lS]). Similarly f i one lets x(A) = inf{r > 0 / A can be covered by a finite 
number of balls, each of radius less than Y}, one has the ball-measure of non- 
compactness, introduced by Gohberg et aE. [14]. There are other measures of 
noncompactness, which are specifically suited for the Banach spaces on which 
they are defined. 
Given a subset Q of X, a mapping T: Q + X is called y-condensing if it is 
continuous and if whenever A C Q is bounded with A noncompact, 
Given k E R, k 3 0, T is called k-y-contractive if 
for each A C s;! (we will use the terms “condensing” and “k-contractive,” 
assuming that a particular measure of noncompactness y has been selected 
beforehand). 
Clearly every compact mapping T: Q C X + X, i.e., a continuous mapping 
with T(Q) compact, is condensing. IfL: Sz C X -+ X is Lipschitz, with Lipschitz 
constant k < 1, then L+ T:QCX 4 X is a k-or-contractive and hence 
a-condensing, where (Y is the above set-measure of noncompactness. One can 
also show that other mappings, formed by the intertwining of Lipschitzian and 
compact mappings, are condensing (see [20] and [27] for further examples, both 
abstract and concrete). 
There are two aspects of condensing mappings which will be crucial in our 
development, the first of which is the existence of a particular homotopy for 
parametrized condensing mappings, the second one being the nature of the 
spectrum of T when T E L(X, X) is condensing. 
Let us begin with the parametrized homotopy property: let K be any set and 
let Q be a closed, bounded, convex subset of X. Suppose f: K x 52 - X is 
condensing in the sense that 
Y(.W x 4 < r(A), 
when A C 52, and cl A is not compact. We will construct a transfinite sequence 
{Q} as follows: let Q,, = cocl {f(K x Q) u {O}}; if 01 is an ordinal such that Q, 
has been defined when j3 < 01, let 
when 01 has no predecessor, while if 01 has a predecessor, OL - 1, let 
f& = ~0~1 {f(K x (Q-, n Q)) u (0)). 
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The above construction leads to the transfinite sequence {Q-J which is de- 
creasing and such that f(K x (Q, n Q)) C Sz, , for each ordinal 01. Thus the 
sequence eventually becomes stationary and if we denote by Q, this stationary 
set we have 
~0~1 {f(K x (-0, n Sz)) u (0)) = Sz, . 
Hence, since f is condensing, 52, is compact. This construction was explicitly 
carried out by Sadovskii in [27]. Using only sequences indexed by the non- 
negative integers, the first construction is due to Darbo in [7], where he proves a 
fixed point theorem for &-contractions, and it was used by Nussbaum in [20] 
to define a fixed point index. We note, parenthetically, that a similar transfinite 
construction, for bounded linear mappings, was carried out by Saphar in [28]. 
Now since by construction Qn, n Q # O, we may use the retraction 
theorem of Dugundji [9] to choose a retraction p: X - Q, n Q. Using an 
induction argument similar to that used in the proof of Lemma 2.2 in [25] by 
Petryshyn and Fitzpatrick, one can show that 
Let us now consider a mapping T EL(X, X) which is condensing. In [22], 
Nussbaum proved that I - T is Fredholm, meaning that the dimension of 
the null-space of I - T and the codimension of the range of I - T are finite and 
equal. Hence hl - T is Fredholm if h > I, and thus, since those h where hl - T 
is Fredholm but not invertible are isolated (see Taylor [32]), it follows that 
{X 1 X > 1, hl - T singular) is finite. 
A final word, concerning the calculus of hnear operators. X has a natural 
complexification X, , which we identify with X x X, and T E L(X, X) has a 
natural complexification to a complex linear operator T, EL(X, , X,). Now let 
us define o(T,) = {h E @ j hl - T, is not invertible}. Let r be a simple, 
closed, oriented, rectifiable curve in C, such that r n o(T,) = O, and let 
int(r) denote the subset of the complex plane enclosed by ZY The mapping 
is a projection that commutes with T, . Also, if int(r) n u(T,) = {p}, then 
Range(P) = {z E X, 1 (PI- Tc)“(z) = 0, for some positive integer m}. 
Furthermore, if r’ is another curve as above, with int(r) n int(r’) = ~7, 
and P’ is defined analogously, then 
A full discussion of these spectral projections may be found in [32]. 
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3. THE HOMOTOPY GROUPS OF Gfin, Gcomp, AND Gcond 
This section will be devoted to proving that the bottom row of (1.2) is as 
claimed. 
Recall that if Y is a topological space, of which Y,, is a subspace, then the 
inclusion Y, C Y is a weak homotopy equivalence if for any compact complex K, 
subcomplex K, , and continuous mapping cy: (K, K,,) + (Y, Y,,) (meaning 
or(K) C Y, ar(K,,) C Y,,), there exists a homotopy H: [0, l] x K --, Y such that 
(a) H(0, *) = 01, H(1, K) C YO . 
(b) H(t, K,) _C YO , for each t E [0, 11. 
It is easy to see that if Y,, C Y is a weak homotopy equivalence then the inclusion 
induces an isomorphism on homotopy groups. In fact, the converse is also true. 
We also have the stronger notion of (strong) deformation retract. The subspace 
Y,, is a deformation retract of Y if there exists a homotopy H: [0, l] x Y + Y 
such that 
(a) H(0, *) = 1, H( 1, Y) C Y, . 
(b) H(t,~)]Yo=I]YO,foreachtEIO,l]. 
Clearly, if Y,, is a deformation retract of Y then Y0 C Y is a weak homotopy 
equivalence. Presumably the spaces with which we work have manifold structures, 
in which case the above two notions are equivalent. However, we do not need 
anything this strong. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Grin C Gcomp is a weak homotopy equivalertce. 
Proof. Let K be a compact complex, of which KO is a subcomplex, and 
let (Y: (K, K,,) -+ (Gcomp , Gm,) be continuous. 
A simple compactness argument yields the existence of an E > 0 such that 
II 4Wx)ll > ~7 when kEK,xEaD. 
NOW for each k E K, cr(k) = I - fk , where fk is compact, and hence we may 
choose f;: D + X such that fi is continuous, has range contained in a finite- 
dimensional subspace of X, and 
IIf&> - jk(x)ll < 6, when XE D. 
Moreover, since OL is continuous, for each k E K we may select a neighborhood 
of k, V, , such that 
Ilh(4 -f!Mll < E9 when k’ E V, , and x E D. 
5W3411-7 
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Also, since K is compact, we may choose kI ,..., k, in K such that{ Vk, 1 i = 1, . . . . m] 
cover K, and let (PI ,...,,9m} be a partition of unity subordinate to { Vk, ) 1 <i < m>. 
ForKEKandxED, let 
Since 
= 2 Mw&4 - fk,(4 + fk,(4 - f7441, 
it follows that (/ R(k)(x) - a(k)(x)ll < 6, when k E K, x E D, so that H(t, k)(x) = 
(1 - t) a(k)(x) + tR(k)(x) # 0, when 0 < t < 1, k E K, x E aD. 
Finally, since each pi is uniformly continuous, and each & has range con- 
tained in a finite-dimensional subspace of X, we see that R defines a continuous 
map of K into Gtin. Consequently the above mapping H defines a homotopy 
H: [0, l] x K + Gcomp such that H([O, l] x K,) C Grin, H(0, .) = OL, and 
H( 1, K) C Gin . Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. The inclusion G camp C Gcond is a weak homotopy equiva- 
lence. 
Proof. Let K be a compact complex, of which K,, is a subcomplex and let 
a: (K KJ - (Gcond , Gcomp) b e continuous, with a(k) = I - fk , for each 
KEK. Consider!: K x D + X defined by p(k, x) = f&c), for k E K, x ED. 
For each fixed k E K, f(k, *): D -+ X is condensing, and p is continuous, 
uniformly with respect to x E D, from which it follows, using the compactness 
of K, that when A C D and A is not relatively compact then 
r(f (K x 4 < Y(A). 
This means we may carry out the construction described in Section 2 to obtain 
the set Sz, (let D play the role of 9 in the construction). We note that 52, n D is 
nonempty, since 0 E J2;2, by construction. Then, letting p: X -+ L&, n D be a 
retraction, we may define 
H(t, k) = I - (1 - t) fk - tfk 0 p. 
From the construction of Sz, , in particular the compactness of 52, and property 
(2.2), it follows that H has the requisite properties. Q.E.D. 
To complete our analysis of the bottom line of (1.2), it remains to prove that 
~8 w m*(Gnin). To th is end, it will be convenient to introduce two new families 
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of spaces. Let E be a finite-dimensional subspace of X, and let El be a closed 
complement; define 
G, ={f~Glf=I-F,F(X)_CE). 
Letting P be the projection of X onto E along El, we define 
G E,E, ={fIf=I-FoP,F(X)CE]. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let E be a finite-dimensional subspace of X, and let El be a closed 
complementary subspace. Then GE,E I is a strong deformation retract of GE . 
Proof. Define H: [0, l] x GE + GE by 
H(t,f)=I--FOP-(1-t)F, 
where f = I- F, for t E [0, 11, f E GE . Then H([O, I] x GE,+) C GE,EL , 
H(0, .) = I, and H((1) x GE) C GE,E~ . Q.E.D. 
Now, for convenience of notation we may assume D = {x E X 1 11 x I( < l}. 
Moreover, if we let Gcomp rad be the subspace of Gcomp consisting of those 
maps satisfying f (x) = I] x I] f (x/II x II), when x # 0, it is clear that Gcomp rad is 
a strong deformation retract of Gcomp (more loosely speaking, this means the 
homotopy classes are determined by the behavior on aD). 
We use the notation Grad E and Grad E,EL , resp., to denote the radial subspaces 
of GE and GE,+, resp. Suppose n = dimension E. Let Sn-r be the unit sphere 
in E and let 
H(E) = {la: 9-l + E\(O)} 
with the topology of uniform convergence. Let 8: GrlLd E,E~ + H(E) be the 
restriction: /3( f ) = f Is”-’ . For h E H(E), let /3,(h) = f where if x = (x1 , x2) E 
E 0 El, 
f(q ) x2) = .q # 0 
x1 = 0. 
Then /3, /3r are inverse homeomorphisms. Moreover, if H,,(E) C H(E) is the 
subspace off such that 1 f(x)] = 1 for x E P--l, then H,(E) is a deformation 
retract of H(E) via rt: H(E) x I --+ H(E) where 
m yt(f>W = (1 - t)f(4 + t , f@), . 
Therefore the homotopy groups of GE are isomorphic to the homotopy groups 
of H,,(E). 
For a pointed space Y, recall that GY denotes the loops on Y based at the 
base point [30]. Thus SdkY = s2(P-rY) is the space of maps Sk -+ Y taking 
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base point to base point. Also, r&rkY) = T~+~(Y). Choose a base point x,, of 
S-l C E. 
We have a fibration 
Qnn-l&cp-1, 
f&(E) 
1 P 
p-1 
where p(h) = h(x,) and hence a homotopy exact sequence [30]. If E C E’, 
and n’ is the dimension of E’, the homotopy exact sequences map into each other: 
77j+l(Sn-1) a ~~(!2--1S+-l) ‘* N rri(Ho(E)) pi, T~(S”-~) 
%I j \T” %I %I 
7ri+l(S~‘--l) - ~T~(LF-W--~) - L* TQ(H,(E’)) - 7Q(Sn’-l). 
\ 
7Ti+n’-l(Sn’-l) 
If n’ > n, the maps i, are zero. As n + co, the sequence nifn-i(Sn-l) becomes 
rrj’is. 
We should check the role of base points in the fibrations and sequences. Let 
h: 9-l + P-i be the constant map x,, . It serves as a first base point of Qn-lSn-l 
and H,(E). Suppose n = 2 and i = 0. Then i, is an isomorphism, so that the 
arccomponents of S2’%Sn-1 and H,(E) are in one-to-one correspondence with 
each other (and with the integers Z via degree). Moreover, Qn-lSn-l is an 
H-space under “homotopy sum” or “pinching S-i along the equator.” Thus 
7&?9S+i) has a group structure and the set isomorphism can be considered 
a group isomorphism (with Z). Moreover, all the components of sZ~-lS”-l have 
the same homotopy type and the homotopy groups of the different components 
can be naturally identified with each other. 
Also, 7~i(Q+~Sn-r) acts trivially on n* . That is, @-lS-l is simple [30]. Thus 
the homotopy groups are independent of the choice of base point x0 in the sense 
that there is a unique distinguished isomorphism between the groups with 
respect to one base point and the groups with repect to another. When i + 1 < 
n - 1, the same is true for r,(H,,(E)), since the fibration above is a fibration on 
each arc-component of H,(E), and so the sequence is valid for each component. 
Finally suppose the base point of S-i is changed to xi . Let 0: 9-i ----f 9-l 
be an orientation preserving homeomorphism taking x,, to x1 . For h E !iF1?P1 
of H,,(E), let O(h) = LJhO-1. This defines an equivalence between the fibration 
over P-i with x0 as base point and with xi as base point, and thus an isomor- 
phism of the corresponding sequences. We have to show the isomorphism is 
independent of the choice of 0; i.e., if xi = x,, , that 0 induces the identity 
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on the groups. Since B and 8-l are both of degree 1, they can be homotoped 
(separately) to the identity where the homotopies preserve x0 = x1 . This shows 
the map induced by 0 is the identity. 
Thus the sequences are independent of choices of base points. Since direct 
limits preserve exactness we have proved 
lip ‘iri(Gc) = ris (3.4) 
in the strong sense that (3.4) holds as a group isomorphism for i = 0 and that 
the groups of the different components are naturally identified with each other. 
Now we calculate n*(Grin). 
LEMMA 3.5. n*(Grin) = lim, n*(GE) = ri . 
Proof. Lve have to show that Grin is the (weak) homotopy limit, as well as 
topological limit, of the G, . To do so we need to show that for each compact 
complex K, of which K, is a subcomplex, and each finite-dimensional 
subspace E of X together with a map 
0~: (K, K,) - (Gin , GE), 
there exists a further finite-dimensional subspace E’ of X and a map H: 
H: [0, I] s K + Grin such that 
(i) H(O, .) = OL, H(1, k) c G,, , 
and 
(ii) H(t, KO) C GE, , for each t E [0, 11. 
But this is what is proven in the proof of Proposition 3.1, where, in the notation 
of that proof, we choose E’ to be the finite-dimensional space generated by E 
together with the union of the ranges offk,, 1 ,< i < m. Q.E.D. 
4. THE HOMOTOPY GROUPS OF G&in, GLcomp , AND GLcond 
In this section we establish the top line of (1.2). Much of this is already known. 
LEMMA 4.1. ~*(GL,) z rz+@rin). 
Proof. Let E be a finite-dimensional subspace of X, and let K be a compact 
complex, of which K,, is a subcomplex, with cy: (K, K,,) - (G&in, GL,). We 
may choose E > 0 such that /I a!(K)(x)ll 3 E 11 x 11, whenever x E X, OL E K. For 
each K E K, choose a neighborhood, V,, of K such that II or(k) - a(k’)(/ < e/2, 
when k’ E l/, . Choose {Vkl ,..., V$} to be a cover of K, with (/3i ,..., /3,J a 
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partition of unity subordinate to this. cover. Finally, define H: [0, 1] x X + 
GLco by 
H(t, k) = (1 - t) ar(k) + t f &j(K) or(kj). 
j=l 
Then /I cu(k) - H(t, k)jl < c/2, so II H(t, K)(x)11 > e/2 II x II, when t E [O, 11, 
k E K, and .1c E X. Moreover, if E’ = E + XL1 range(1 - a(&)), then H( 1, K) C 
GL,# > and H(t, K) E GL, whenever K E K, . Q.E.D. 
In [23], Palais proved that r*(GL,) and r*(GLcomp) are isomorphic when X 
is a separable Hilbert space; a similar result was announced by SvarE [31], 
when X has a certain approximation property (which is now known to be a 
slight restriction). The isomorphism for general spaces was proven by Elworthy 
[lo] and Geba [13]. Results along the same line have also obtained by Elworthy 
and Tromba [ll] and Isnard [15]. 
Our proof that GLfin C GLcond is a weak homotopy equivalence contains a 
proof of the same result for GLfi,, C GLcomp , since the homotopies we construct 
map GLcomp into itself. We note that in our proof we use nothing more than 
some elementary facts about the calculus of bounded linear operators in a 
Banach space; in particular, we do not need to invoke any results from bundle 
theory. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. The inclusion GLfin -+ GLcond is a weak homotopy equiva- 
lence. 
Proof. Let K be a compact complex, of which K, is a subcomplex, and let a: 
(K, &,) - (G&xi > GLnn) be continuous. For each k E K, let a(k) = I - Tk 
where TI, is condensing. 
Let X, , which we identify with X x X, be the complex&cation of X, and 
let Tk,,: Xc + X, be the complexification of Tk, for each k E K. Now for each 
k E K, (A E C 1 X1 - T,,, is singular, j h I > l> is finite since XI - T,,, is 
Fredholm of index 0 when ) X / > 1, and thus we may choose the union of two 
simple, closed, oriented rectifiable curves, I’, , each of which is symmetric with 
respect to the real axis, bound a region contained in the exterior of the unit 
circle and such that /\I - T,., is nonsingular for A E r, and {A E [w / X > 1, 
AZ - Tk singular) C int(r,). Corresponding to this I’, we can then select a 
neighborhood Nk of k, such that if k’ E Nk then {A E R I /\I - Tk, is singular, 
X > 1) C int(r,) and AI - T,,,, is nonsingular for h E I’, . Select {k, ,..., k,} C K 
such that uy=, Nk, 2 K, and for j E (I,..., m} and k E Nkj let 
pk’ = -!- 
s 24 r.. 
(AZ - T&-l dA. 
IJ 
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Then Pki is a finite-dimensional projection. Finally, choose @, ,..., &,J to be a 
partition of unity subordinate to {N,, 1 j = l,..., m}. We claim that if R E K and 
t E [0, 11, then 
ff(t, k) = I- (1 - t) Tk - t 
is nonsingular, where P{?(E) is the first component of PRj((x, 0)), for x E X, 
k E K, j E {l,..., m}. It is clear that for each k E K, Cy=“=, pj(k) Tk o P,j is a mapping 
whose range is finite dimensional and thus H(t, k): [0, I] x K + GLcond is 
continuous, H(0, .) = 01, and H([O, l] x K,,) C GLfin , provided that we can 
verify our above claim of nonsingularity. 
Indeed, suppose the claim is false. Then we may select to E [0, 11, k, E K, and 
x,, E X, such that x0 # 0 and 
’ Ill 
xo = (1 - to) T&o) + to 1 /%@o) Trco 0 &,(xo) 
( 
. 
j=l 1 
But it is easy to check that if h E c and .r E X then 
(Al - TX.,,,)-‘(x, 0) = (iI - Tko,&I(x, 0), 
where (u, V) = (u, -w), for (u, V) E C or (u, V) E X, = X x X. This, together 
with the symmetry with respect to the real axis of each r, , 1 < j < m, implies 
that each Pi is a real operator in the sense that 4,(x, 6) = (pL.,(x, 0), 0), for 
any x E X. S:nce Tkj is, of course, also a real operator, Eq. (4.1) is equivalent to 
z = (1 - to) TA!~.~(z) + to i Bdko) Tko,c 0 PL,,(a))v 
j=l 
where .!z = (x0 ) 0). 
Now let {A, ,..., A,} = {A E R 1 X > 1, AI - T,o.c is singular} and let {& f iui , 
. . . . /3,. f iu,} be the nonreal eigenvalues of T,o,c which lie within lJyzl int(r,). 
For j E {l,..., s>, let Cj be a circle centered at (Ai , 0), and containing no other 
eigenvalues of Tkosc , and for j E {l,..., Y> let Dj be a circle centered at & + iuj , 
and containing no other eigenvalues of T,o,c. Let Dj denote the reflection of Dj 
in the real axis. Moreover suppose the above choice is made so that the family 
{int(C,) ,..., int(D,) ,..., int(Dr) ,..., int(Dc)} 
is pairwise disjoint. 
For j E (l,..., s> let 
‘i = & 1 (XI - T&l d,& ‘C, 
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and for j E (l,..., Y} let 
Qj =2&J.,,,. (AI - T&l dA. I 3 
Then it follows that 
where 
SjJ = 1 if /3r + iu, E int(r,;) 
sj,l = 0, otherwise. 
But based upon the orthogonality relations for the above spectral projections 
it immediately follows that if we let P = & Pj , L = I - P - z;=, Qi , 
and tj = t,zL, S&$(K,), for 1 < j < Y, then Eq. (4.1) is equivalent to the 
following (Y + 2) equations 
w = TA!,,c(w))~ (4.2) 
Qj(z> = (1 - to + tj) T~,.c(Qdz>), 1 <j<y, (4.3) 
L(4 = (1 - to) Tko*cWN. (4.4) 
If P(z) # 0, then Eq. (4.2) contradicts the nonsingularity of I - Tk, , while 
if either Q&z) # 0, for some j E (l,..., Y} or L(z) # 0, equations (4.3) and (4.4) 
contradict the fact that P(X,) 2 {z E X, 1 TkoJx) = z, for some h > l}. Since 
z f 0 we see that it is impossible to satisfy Eqs. (4.1), (4.2), and (4.3). Q.E.D. 
5. PROOFS OF THE BIFURCATION RESULTS 
We will now prove Theorem 1.1, Proposition 1.2, and formula (1.3). 
Before proving Theorem 1.1 we need to recall some of the details of what is 
proven in [I]. Recall the notation established before the statement of Theorem 
1.1, where 9-l = {h E [w” / 11 X (1 = po}, S(S’+l) = S > 0 and D = {x E X 1 
11 x 11 < S}. Let (lfF x X)+ be [w* x Xwith a point co apended. A neighborhood 
basis of to consists of complements of bounded sets in Iw” x X. The space 
(W” x X)+ is easily seen to be a metric space. 
Now define q: (IF x X)+/(S+l x D) --f [0, l] by 
I’* 
dk -4 = (S-l,, *I,, 
if I X I 2 PI or II x II 2 6, 
if I A I -C p. and II x II < 6, 
and ~(00) = 1. Then, if Do , resp. Dl , denote the bounded, resp. unbounded, 
component of V\S+i, we have v(D,) = 0 and ~(0~) = 1, so we have 
v((W x X)‘\(S’- x D), Do u 4) * ([O, 11, -9 1)). 
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Now let & be any subset of 0\((EV\( V\(O))) x (0)) and g = ((UP x X)+\0) U d. 
Denote the restriction of g, to .@\(Sn-1 x D) by #. It is shown in [l] that if 
**: IP([O, l] (0, l}) + 8(9\(P-1 x O), D, u 01) (5.1) 
is a nonzero map in Cech cohomology then there is a connected subset Q0 of & 
such that either (a), (b), and (c) of Definition 1.1 occurs. A careful reading of [l] 
reveals that it is proven there that if we are in the situation where ,d = S, 
where S is as in the first paragraph of the Introduction and each g, is a compact 
mapping then the nontriviality of yr E ZT+~(G~~~~) implies that (5.1) is nonzero. 
Now f is defined in 6, not necessarily in 8. However by invoking the continuity 
of Cech cohomology (see [S], exercise 3 of A.3.16)), we may approximate U by 
a sequence (0,) of open convex subsets, with each 8, C 0, and then apply our 
argument to f 1~ . So assume f is defined on pi, and thus the transfinite construc- 
tion of section 2 can be carried through. 
We are assuming that 0 is convex. For convenience, suppose all the 0, are the 
same set, which we denote by 6’. Let /l = 0 f~ (R” x (0)) C R”. First suppose 
that c is bounded. Then, by means of the construction outlined in Section 2 we 
construct a compact, convex subset C, of 8’ which contains all of the fixed 
points of each g, , and letting p be a retraction of X onto C, , and using (2.2), 
be assured that 
for 0 < t < 1 X E P-l. 
It follows tiat 
A--+1--gg,op~Gomp, for /\E S-l 
defines a nontrivial element of .rr,-l(Gcomp) since the bottom line of (1. 2) are 
isomorphisms. We may apply the above described results of [l] to obtain 
global bifurcation of the zeros of I - g, o p. But these are precisely the zeros of 
1-h. 
Now consider the case when 0 is unbounded. Choose a sequence {0,} of 
bounded convex open subsets of 0’ which converge to 0’ and a sequence (/lk} 
of bounded convex subsets of A which approach II. Let 0, = (1; x 8, and fk = 
f lc, , for each positive integer k. Then our result for the bounded case implies 
that 
$I*: @([O, I], (0, 1)) ---f ti1(8k\(S’+1 x D), D,, u Dl) 
is nonzero when k is sufficiently large, and gli = ((W” x X)+\Q) u f $(O). 
Consequently, by the continuity of Cech cohomology (5.1) is nonzero. We may 
now apply the first mentioned result of [l] to guarantee global bifurcation. 
Let us now turn to the proof of formula (1.3). Letting L(X) = dfA(0), this 
amounts to deforming fA to L(X) over P-1. Indeed, choose 01 > 0 such that 
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]) L(h)(x)11 > OL I] x )] when h E Sri-l. By the definition of the Frechet derivative we 
may choose 6 such that if h E S-1 and 11 x I] < 5 then 
Letting D, be the disc of radius 5, we see that 
is the required deformation. 
Lastly, we will prove Proposition 1.2. Denote I - L(h) by A(h). Arguing as 
in Section 4, let XC be the complexification of X, with A,(h) the complexiication 
of A(h). Let r be the union of two simple, closed, rectifiable, oriented, symmetric 
curves such that r n a(A(0)) = @ and o(A(0)) n [l, co) C int(r), and int r is 
contained in the exterior of the unit disc. Then, we may choose a neighborhood 
W of 0 in [w” such that if h E W, then 
P(A) = Re (& 1, (p - A(A))-l&) 
is a projection acting in X, whose range we denote by YA , and let the range of 
Q(A) = I - P(h) be 2, . Then 
I - A(h): YA + I-/j and I - A(X): 2, - 2, 
are bijections for X E W\(O). 
LEMMA 5.1. There is a neighborhood w’ of 0 in l%n such that if A, , A, E W then 
PZ E P(h,): Y& ---f Y*, 
is a bijection. 
Proof. If A is sufficiently small, then, by the continuity of P(A), we may 
ensure that 
II W) - W)ll < 1. 
Since the P(h) are projections this implies that dim(Y,) = dim(Y,) < co (see 
[32]). Hence it suffices to show that if X and h’ are sufficiently small then P,^’ is 
injective. Indeed, if this is not the case then we may select sequences {hk} and 
{XL} in W, each of which converges to 0, and, for each positive integer k, yk E Y,, 
with 11 yn: [I = 1 and p,“t( yk) = 0. Each of the sequences {P(h,)} and {P(&)j 
converges to P(0) in L(X, X). Thus, since 
Yk = PMYd = WMYJ - wG)(Yd 
= W,) - WmYk) + VW - P(x;MYkh 
for each k, and { ylJ are bounded, ( yk} converges to 0, which is a contradiction. 
Q.E.D. 
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So choose IV as above and let Sri-l C IV. For h E P-l and t E [0, l] let 
H(t, A) = &A) Q(th) + P(th)L(x)(P,“,)-lP(th). 
We claim H(t, h) is an injection for A E 9-l and t E [0, I]. Indeed, suppose 
X E P-l, t E [0, I] and x E X, with H(t, h)(x) = 0. Then 
L(d) Q(tX)(x) = 0 and P:,L(X)(P:~)-lP(th)(x) = 0. 
If t # 0 then Q(tx)(x) = 0 since L(tX): X - X is a bijection, while if t = 0, 
Q(O)(x) = 0 since Y(0) contains the null space of L(0). So Q(d)(x) = 0. Also, 
since (PiJl: I,, - I--A , L(X): IrA - YA and P&: YA -+ YtA are all bijections, 
it follows that P(tX)(x) = 0. Thus x = 0. 
Since for each t E [0, l] and h E P-l, H(t, X) -L(X) is a finite-dimensional 
mapping, it follows that 
h - W), x E &Y-l, (5.2) 
and 
A - L(O) Q(O) + P(O) JW)(J’,YW (5.3) 
define the same element in rr,-i(Gcond). Then, as in Section 3, since a(&,) n 
[I, co) c 1-a 3 it follows that the homotopy type of (5.3) is the same as that of 
X - Q(0) + W9-W(f’oW’(O). (5.4) 
Now the mapping 
x + P(0) L(x)(P,yP(o) EL( Y, ) YJ (5.5) 
defines a nontrivial element of ZT,-~(GL(Y~)), by the results of [3], since our 
hypotheses carry over the map defined by (5.4). Since the top line of (1.2) 
consists of isomorphisms our proof is complete. 
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